THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING
EXPANDING THE UNIFORM FIELD CONCEPT:

EVERYTHING IS DIVINE - END OF THE THEORY

BUT, YOU PROBABLY WANT TO KNOW MORE – THAT’S HUMAN NATURE – SIMPLY SAYING THAT EVERYTHING IS DIVINE IS TOO SIMPLE.

OK

SPACE

AGAIN – END OF THE THEORY

SEEMS THAT WE ARE GOING BACKWARDS – DIVINITY IS AT LEAST DEFINABLE AND SOMewhat UNDERSTANDABLE. WHEREAS, SPACE IS UNDEFINABLE – JUST EMPTINESS – NOTHING – NADA – NEYT – ZERO. NONE THE LESS, ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING OCCUPIES SPACE. SO, SINCE EVERYTHING IS ENTIRELY IMMERSED IN SPACE. THEN A VALID THEORY OF EVERYTHING IS SIMPLY \( \rightarrow \) SPACE.


I’LL BET YOU DON’T LIKE THAT EITHER?

OK

WE’LL ADVANCE A LITTLE:

FROM THE HINDU WE HAVE BRAHMA, WHICH IS NOTHING AND EVERYTHING I.E. SPACE AND EVERYTHING WITHIN SPACE. ALSO KNOWN AS “ALL THAT IS” HMMMM – “ALL THAT IS” – THAT’S PRETTY FINAL – LIKE END OF STORY AGAIN ON THE THEORY = BRAHMA.

AND IT IS A NEVER ENDING STORY.

THERE ARE TWO FORMS OF SPACE REALLY – THIS ONE HERE, THE AMBIENT SPACE, WHERE THE MANIFEST UNIVERSE IS AND THEN THERE IS TOTALLY EMPTY SPACE BEYOND THE EDGES OF THIS SEEMINGLY ENDLESS UNIVERSE. INFINITY BEYOND INFINITY. YIKES. THE NEVER ENDING STORY FOR SURE.
IT IS PROBABLY QUITE DIFFICULT TO EXPERIENCE EMPTY SPACE – ONE’S CONSCIOUSNESS WOULD IMMEDIATELY CREATE SOMETHING. THE YOGIs TELL US THAT THEY KNOW HOW TO COMPLETELY MERGE WITH GOD – BUT, THEY SAY, “THEN, NO MORE YOGI”. PLUS, WHY WOULD ONE WANT TO GO THERE – SPACE WAS VERY LONELY BEFORE THE MANIFEST UNIVERSE CAME ALONG – ABOUT THIS BABY, SHE IS QUITE DELIGHTED.

OH YEAH, SPACE IS FEMALE – IN THE BEGINNING EVEN SHE DIDN’T KNOW IT – IT’S JUST THE WAY THAT IS – AN AUTOMATIC: ALL THINGS ARE CONCEIVED IN DARKNESS / SPACE (THEIR DIVINE NATURE). SO, LIKE ALL MOTHERS, WHATEVER SHOWS UP IS FINE BY HER – SHE NURTURES THINGS VIA PROVIDING HER ENERGY TO THEM; SHE IS TOLERANT OF THINGS – THE BRAIN DAMAGE ON THIS PLANET MAKES THAT OBVIOUS; SHE IS FORGIVING – ANYBODY CAN MAKE IT TO HEAVEN, IF THEY HOLD LOVE IN THEIR HEARTS; SHE IS GENEROUS – SHE GIVES EVERYTHING AWAY AND KEEPS NOTHING FOR HERSELF – TYPICAL MOTHER. OF COURSE, COMPARED TO EONS OF NOTHINGNESS AND LONELINESS EVEN THE DEVIL IS A LOVED COMPANION.

SO THAT’S IT – SPACE IS THE THEOREY OF EVERYTHING.

NOT ENOUGH FOR YA EH? OK

SINCE SPACE OCCUPIES ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING, IT IS THE FIRST CAUSE OF EVERYTHING, AND ALL THINGS ARE MANIFEST OUT OF HER / NOTHING, WHICH MOST PEOPLE WOULD CALL MIRACULOUS – THEN EVERYTHING IS DIVINELY MANIFEST – END OF STORY AGAIN.

SO FAR WE HAVE DIVINITY, SPACE AND BRAHMA / “ALL THAT IS” ALL BEING VALID THEORIES OF EVERYTHING – REALLY THEY ARE STATEMENTS OF FACT ABOUT EVERYTHING I.E. EVERYTHING IS MANIFEST IN SPACE FROM SPACE AND THAT IS DIVINE – MIRACULOUS EVEN. AND THE RESULT OF ALL THESE MIRACULOUS EVENTS BECOMES “ALL THAT IS” WHICH IS THE OVER ALL GOD IN HINDUISM – BRAHMA.

THAT’S IT – END OF STORY. IF HUMAN KIND WOULD ACCEPT THAT ALL THINGS ARE GOD – THIS WORLD WOULD BE A VERY HAPPY PLACE.

HOWEVER, I KNOW, THAT THE ABOVE DOES NOT EXPLAIN HOW ALL OF THIS STUFF CAME TO BE – SO WE’LL CONTINUE. THIS MARCH FROM SPACE TO OUR REALITY IS VERY LOGICAL AND BASED ON GOOD SOLID FACTS – HOPEFULLY WRITTEN IN A CLEAR EASY TO UNDERSTAND MANNER. WE BEGIN:

SINCE SPACE IS THE FIRST CAUSE WHAT DID SHE CAUSE?
NOW WE ARE GETTING SOME WHERE. WHAT STARTED WITHIN SPACE?

ANSWER: AN INFANTILE CONSCIOUSNESS CAME TO BE BECAUSE OF: “LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE” OR GRAIN GROWTH – ALL THINGS ARE MADE UP OF CLUMPS OF STUFF OR ALL THINGS TEND TO CLUMP TOGETHER – THEY HAVE AN AFFINITY FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR LIKE KIND. EVEN THE MANIFEST SPACE – OUR COSMOS – HAS GIANT GRAINS CALLED WIMPS – WEAK INTERACTIVE MASSIVE PARTICLES OF SPACE. EVEN SINGLET ATOMS, SO CALLED MONATOMIC NON-POLAR ELEMENTS, GROUP TOGETHER. DITTO ELECTRONS, PROTONS, NEUTRINOS, AND FLEA FARTS.

WE’VE ALL SEEN LOTS OF EXAMPLES OF THIS LIKE KIND CLUMPING TOGETHER. LIKE CARS OF THE SAME MAKE OR SAME COLOR DRIVING ALONG. ONE REAL AMAZING ONE OCCURRED IN ENGLAND – TWO CARS OF THE SAME COLOR, SAME MAKE & MODEL, WHOSE SERIAL NUMBERS WERE ONLY ONE NUMBER DIFFERENT – THEIR LICENSE PLATES WERE ONLY ONE NUMBER DIFFERENT – THEIR OWNERS HAD THE SAME FIRST NAMES AND LIVED IN HOUSES WITH THE SAME NUMBER. AND THE TWO CARS MET ONE ANOTHER IN A HEAD ON CRASH RIGHT OUTSIDE A PUB CALLED THE WIZARD. THE POLICE WERE TOTALLY AMAZED – I HAD TO LAUGH.

HOW DID ALL THIS HAPPEN? WHAT CAUSES THIS CLUMPING?


NOW, THE OPERATIVE ASPECT IS THE “THAT” – YOU HAVE “I AM” ON ONE SIDE AND “I AM” ON THE OTHER SIDE WITH “THAT” IN THE MIDDLE – “THAT” IS THE GAP (THE BARDO IN BUDDHISM) – IN ORDER TO HAVE A MIRROR IMAGE YOU HAVE TO HAVE A GAP ACROSS WHICH THE MIRRORING CAN OCCUR.

THIS GAP IS VERY IMPORTANT – IT IS OUR AMBIENT PREGNANT SPACE = [CONTAINING: NOTHING AND EVERYTHING].

THIS IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE: NO THING EVER ACTUALLY GETS TO ZERO, BECAUSE AT THE CORE OF THIS MANIFEST UNIVERSE IS “THAT” GAP. THE FAMOUS ZERO POINT AND ZERO POINT ENERGY DOES NOT EXIST – WHAT THEY ARE LOOKING FOR IS “THAT” GAP ENERGY, WHICH IS, OF COURSE, INFINITE – IT CONTAINS NOTHING AND EVERYTHING AND IT IS EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE.

THERE ARE A BUNCH OF HUMAN EXPERIENCES, DEVICES AND EXPERIMENTS THAT SUPPORT THIS: INTUITION, INSTINCT, DE JA VU, PRECOGNITION, DIVINE HEALINGS, DR. EMOTO’S MESSAGES IN WATER, BELL’S THEOREM, SUPER CONDUCTORS, RADIONICS DEVICES, FREE ENERGY DEVICES, SCALAR WAVES, THE CIBA BACKWARDS IN EVOLUTION PATENTED PROCESS, THE FOGAL TRANSISTOR, REICH’S ORGONE ENERGY, ETC. ETC. THESE ARE COVERED IN MY OTHER ESSAYS.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE IN THE ENTIRETY OF SPACE? TWO ANSWERS = NOTHING AND EVERYTHING. WHAT DO YOU HAVE IN ANY PIECE OF SPACE, NO MATTER HOW SMALL? THE SAME TWO ANSWERS = NOTHING AND EVERYTHING. ALL THINGS ARE GOD. INCLUDING YOU – SO, AS ORIGINALLY STATED ALL THINGS ARE DIVINE.

WE DO ULTIMATELY ARRIVE AT THE MANIFEST UNIVERSE AND THOSE IMPORTANT GOOD VIBRATIONS ALL DUE TO ONE REASON – DIVINITY AND DIVINITY’S RULE, “I AM THAT I AM” WHICH IS EASIER UNDERSTOOD AS, “LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE”. APPLICATION OF THE RULE ANSWERS JUST ABOUT ALL QUESTIONS – IN FACT, IT IS QUITE DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE TO ESCAPE THE RULE. SO, PLEASE ALLOW ME TO REFER TO IT AS SIMPLY “THE RULE” FROM NOW ON. THE RULE IS ALSO THE CAUSE OF HARMONY, OF WHICH – WE NEED ALL WE CAN GET.

SO FAR IN THIS THEORY OF EVERYTHING WE HAVE ONE IDEA (DIVINITY), THE FEELINGS OF SPACE AND TWO PARAMETERS:

SPACE – THAT GAP

AND

THE RULE

NOT MUCH OF A THEORY – THESE TWO THINGS ARE FACTS.
NEXT COMES THE AETHER – WHICH HAS BEEN NEGATED BY SCIENCE SINCE THE LATE 1800s IF YOU CAN BELIEVE – SCIENCE IS VERY SLOW TO CHANGE ITS MIND – BUT, NONE THE LESS IT IS THERE – YOU CAN TAKE PICTURES OF IT – THE MYSTERY IS ZERO. IN FACT, THERE HAS TO BE A BUNCH OF AETHERS ALL NESTED ONE INSIDE THE OTHER LIKE CHINESE BOXES – THIS IS COVERED IN THE “NESTED AETHERS” ESSAY AND FURTHER SUPPORTED IN “THE ORIGIN OF LIFE” ESSAY.

IS THE AETHER A THEORY? NOT TO ME – NOR TO ANYBODY THAT REALLY STUDIES IT. JUST ANOTHER FACT OF LIFE

http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/AETHER_FURTHER_PROOF.pdf

THE AETHER IS A GIANT HONEYCOMB AND IT IS THE BACK GROUND SCREEN ON WHICH THIS ENTIRE UNIVERSE IS PROJECTED. EACH LAYER OF THE HONEYCOMB IS SOVEREIGN AND TWO DIMENSIONAL IN NATURE.

SO, HOW DID THE AETHER GET HERE AND WHY?

WELL WE’VE GOT ONLY THREE THINGS TO WORK WITH:

SPACE
THE RULE
AND THE FEELING OF LONELINESS THAT IS BEING REPLACED BY LOVE

THE DIVINE ASPECT IS SIMPLY DUE TO THE FACT THAT ALL THINGS MANIFEST FROM THE NO-THING. SO, DESPITE THE FACT THAT WE PROCEED QUITE LOGICALLY – WE STILL HAVE DIVINITY AT WORK – THE MIND OF GOD.


SO, “I AM THAT I AM” WAS SUCH A GOOD IDEA THAT IT WAS FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY BY ANOTHER “I AM THAT I AM” AND THIS IS STILL GOING ON WHERE EVER OUR AMBIENT PREGNANT SPACE MEETS THE VOID. “I AM THAT I AM” CONTINUES TO LITERALLY MAKE THE AETHER UNTO INFINITY.

FOR ME AS I’M TALKING TO YOU – IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THIS: THAT THE AETHER IS A TWO DIMENSIONAL (2-D) CONSTRUCT. DESPITE THE FACT THAT A HONEYCOMB DOES HAVE THICKNESS – IF YOU WERE LIVING IN THAT HONEYCOMB – THEN THE INFINITENESS OF LENGTH AND HEIGHT (x & y) WOULD OCCUPY YOUR INTEREST – YOUR ENVIRONMENT IS TWO DIMENSIONAL.


LET’S BE ONE OF THESE HONEYCOMBS FOR A MOMENT:

SO, HOW DO THESE TWO HONEYCOMBS PERCEIVE ONE ANOTHER? THE ANSWER IS THEY DON’T. IT’S LIKE WHEN YOU LOOK IN THE MIRROR – WHAT DO YOU SEE? ANSWER – YOURSELF (WELL WE HOPE) – YOU DO NOT SEE ANOTHER ENTITY.

WHAT DOES THE HONEYCOMB FEEL ABOUT WHAT IT PERCEIVES IN THE MIRROR? IT ONLY FEELS ITSELF. SO, HOW DOES THIS HONEYCOMB FEEL ABOUT ITSELF – THE EXACT SAME THING THAT SPACE DOES I.E. JOY & LOVE (A DISTINCT ABSENCE OF LONELINESS). THE HONEYCOMB DOES NOT REALLY FEEL MORE THAN ITSELF GROWING OFF IN TWO DIRECTIONS, WITH THE MIRROR IMAGE OF ITSELF FEELING AND SPREADING IN THE EXACT SAME MANNER.

SO, THE HONEYCOMB IS TOTALLY TWO DIMENSIONAL IN ITS FEELINGS, ITS BEINGNESS AND ITS ENVIRONMENT.


ALL THINGS ARE GOD & SPACE. I ASSURE YOU THAT ALL THINGS HAVE FEELINGS – NOT TO MENTION SHORT & LONG TERM MEMORY – READ THE “MEMORIES AND KARMA ARE MADE OF THIS” ESSAY.

BACK TO OUR PROCESSION OF IDEAS I.E. THE BUILDING OF CONSCIOUSNESS. LET’S LOOK AT “I AM THAT I AM” – HOW MANY DIMENSIONS ARE WITHIN THAT? NONE – NOT ONE. WHY? NO STRAIGHT LINES – A DIMENSION IS A STRAIGHT LINE ALONG WHICH YOU CAN MEASURE. THE RULE IS A CIRCLE.

NOW WHEN YOU PUT A BUNCH OF CIRCLES TOGETHER, YOU DO WIND UP WITH AN ENORMOUS GRID WITHIN WHICH STRAIGHT LINES ARE PORTENDED – THE SIGHT DOWN ONE LINE OF THE CIRCLES WHETHER YOU LOOK THROUGH THE CENTERS OR ALONG THE EDGES IS GUN BARREL STRAIGHT FOR INFINITY – IN TWO DIRECTIONS ONLY.

SO, WE SEE THE BEGINNINGS OF STRAIGHT LINES AND THUS, DIMENSIONS. THENCE NUMBERS. BUT, NUMBERS ARE NOT REALLY THERE YET. WHY? ANSWER: WHAT KIND OF NUMBER IS INFINITY? NEITHER IS THERE A POINT OF VIEW AS YET.

THIS POINT OF VIEW IDEA IS JUST THAT – AN IDEA THAT HAS NOT YET BEEN DEVELOPED. AND, THERE IS AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF INFORMATION THAT GETS USED AND THAT INFO IS TRANSFERRED WITHOUT THE USE OF A POINT OF VIEW – INSTINCT IS THE MOST OBVIOUS, INTUITION. EXAMPLES ARE THE WAY THAT WHOLE SCHOOLS OF FISH AND FLOCKS OF BIRDS MOVE AS ONE WHOLE. THIS GROUP MIND HAS BEEN A FACT (AS A RESULT OF GRAIN GROWTH & THE RULE) SINCE THE BEGINNING (THE BOOK “GLOBAL BRAIN” BY HOWARD BLOOM LAYS THAT OUT EXTENSIVELY).

THE 100th MONEY OBSERVATION IS A SPLENDID EXAMPLE: THERE IS A SPECIES OF MONKEY THAT CAN ONLY BE FOUND ON THREE ISLANDS SOUTH OF JAPAN. THEY SUBsist ON FRUIT THAT FALLS FROM THE TREES – THE PROBLEM WITH THAT IS THE FRUIT GETS DIRT & GRIT ON IT THAT EVENTUALLY GRIDS OFF THE MONKEY’S TEETH WHICH LEADS TO DEATH. THESE MONKEYS WERE BEING STUDIED BY A GROUP OF SCIENTISTS. ONE DAY A FEMALE MONKEY DROPPED HER FRUIT IN THE OCEAN – SHE JUMPED DOWN AND WASHED IT OFF – AFTER THAT SHE DEVELOPED THE BEHAVIOR OF ALWAYS WASHING HER FRUIT. THEN HER SON COPIED HER. THEN OTHER MONKEYS ADOPTED THE BEHAVIOR. ABOUT THE TIME THE 100th MONKEY ON THAT ISLAND ADOPTED THE BEHAVIOR – ALL THE MONKEYS ON THAT ISLAND AND THE OTHER TWO ISLANDS PICKED UP THAT INFORMATION OUT OF THE AETHERS THAT DAY – PROBABLY THAT SECOND. THE POINT IS THAT THE INFO WAS TRANSFERRED WITHOUT A POINT OF VIEW.

IT IS A HUGE EGOTISTICAL MISTAKE MADE BY US ALL AND IT LEADS TO OUR CURRENT MATERIALISTIC & JUDGMENTAL SYSTEM OF BELIEFS STEMS FROM OUR ALL IMPORTANT POINT OF VIEW – THE BIG BANG STARTS AT A SINGULARITY WHICH IS REALLY A GAP – OUR SELF CONSCIOUSNESS STARTS AT THE SAME PLACE – SO WE THINK THAT
EVERYTHING HAS TO START AT A POINT OF VIEW – THAT IS EGOTISTICAL AND SIMPLY WRONG.

THERE IS ONLY ONE PROPER WAY TO ASSIMILATE INFORMATION – GOD’S WAY. PLEASE READ THIS ESSAY: “MAXIMUM ASSIMILATION AND ACCELERATION” – HOW TO BECOME ONE WITH THIS UNIVERSE” AND THE WAY YOU DO THAT IS BY LOOSING YOUR POINT OF VIEW. 
http://blog.hasslberger.com/img/MAXIMUM_ASSIMILATION_AND_ACCELERATION.pdf


I KNOW THE RELIGIOUS FOLKS WILL NOT LIKE THIS BUT IT IS NOT DIFFICULT – EVEN GOD / SPACE WAS A BABY AND HER MIND PROGRESSED VIA INCREMENTAL ADVANCES – EACH NEW THING IS REPEATED OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN AN OBSESSIVE AND COMPULSIVE MANNER. SO, I ASSURE YOU – THAT WONDERFUL IDEA OF, “I AM THAT I AM” IS STILL HAPPENING WAY OUT THERE. GOD HAS NOT TURNED LOOSE OF THAT IDEA – AS A PRACTICAL MATTER, SHE CAN’T – IT IS THE BASIS OF ALL THAT IS.

SO, THERE IS STILL A VERY YOUNG AND RUDIMENTARY MIND OUT THERE. I’LL BET YOU KNOW SOME OF THE SAME KIND OF MINDS IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD, TOO.

ANOTHER WAY OF LOOKING AT THIS PART OF THE UNIVERSE IS AS AN EVOLUTIONARY DIVINE MIND – ONE GOOD IDEA EVENTUALLY LEADS TO ANOTHER – A VOLKSWAGEN IS A GOOD EXAMPLE. HUMANS TOO FOR THAT MATTER – WE HAVE PROGRESSED SIGNIFICANTLY – ESPECIALLY IN THE LAST 100 YEARS – FROM BICYCLES TO SPACE VEHICLES. THE POINT IS THAT THE IDEA PRECEDES THE MANIFESTATION AND THE IDEAS BUILD ON EACH OTHER – ALL THINGS PROGRESS IN EXACTLY THAT MANNER. WE DO IT BECAUSE THAT IS EXACTLY THE WAY GOD DOES IT.

SO THERE YOU HAVE ANOTHER THEORY OF EVERYTHING FINISHED I.E. THAT ALL THINGS ARE MANIFEST HERE DUE TO IDEAS BUILT UPON IDEAS – AN EVOLUTION OF IDEAS.

THE EVOLUTIONARY DIVINE MIND – GOD’S DREAM

THIS IS WHERE THE RELIGIOUS FOLKS WOULD LIKE US TO STOP I.E. THAT GOD’S CONSCIOUSNESS HAS DIVINELY MANIFEST EVERYTHING – THAT IS
TRUE, IT HAS, BUT AS YOU CAN SEE THE CREATIONIST’S IDEA DOES NOT WORK ALL BY ITSELF – EVEN GOD’S CONSCIOUSNESS HAS EVOLVED – ALL THINGS DO – BECAUSE OF BETTER IDEAS.

NOW WE ARE GOING TO EXPLAIN HOW THOSE IDEAS ARE MADE MANIFEST HERE I.E. AN EXPLANATION OF ENERGETIC SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT FORMS MATTER & VIBRATIONS FOLLOWS:


I’M SAYING THAT A GRAIN CONTAINING SEVERAL HONEYCOMB GRIDS IS FORMED – THE GRAIN IS A CLUMP OF GRIDS. THE GRIDS CLUMP TOGETHER AS GRAINS DUE TO THE RULE. SIMPLE.


SO GOD WAS AND STILL IS VERY HAPPY PLAYING WITH HER BUILDING BLOCKS – JUST LIKE A BABY – NOT KIDDING – AFTER ALL WE ARE MADE IN GOD’S LIKENESS. ALTHOUGH THESE BUILDING BLOCKS ARE BASICALLY SPHERICAL DUE TO THE RULE, THEY STICK TOGETHER NICELY AND THE HONEYCOMBS INSIDE LINE UP PERFECTLY – AGAIN DUE TO THE RULE.

IN FACT, EVERYTHING IS DUE TO THE RULE, WHICH IS ANOTHER VALID THEORY OF EVERYTHING I.E. “LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE” END OF THE THEORY AGAIN.

YOU KNOW THAT WHEN SUB-ATOMIC PHYSICS FIRST BEGAN – THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS MIRRORED THE EXPERIMENTER’S BELIEFS I.E. IT WAS VERY OBVIOUS THAT CONSCIOUSNESS
DID IN FACT HAVE AN AFFECT ON MATTER. AND, THE PHYSICS COMMUNITY WAS LEANING TOWARD DIVINITY. THIS IS WHAT THE HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPAL AND SCHROEDINGER’S CAT WERE ALL ABOUT I.E. LEANING TOWARD CONSCIOUSNESS AS BEING THE ROOT CAUSE OF ALL THINGS. YIKES.

UNFORTUNATELY, THE ACCEPTED LOGIC OF THE DAY WAS BASED ON NEWTON’S IDEA THAT THERE WAS A ROOT HARD MASSY BUILDING BLOCK OF THE UNIVERSE. TOWARD THAT IDEA – IT WAS EINSTEIN’S EPR THEORY THAT BROUGHT PHYSICS BACK TO WHERE THEY STILL ARE TODAY – STUCK IN MATERIALISM & REDUCTIONISM. DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE EPR THEORY (VIA BELL’S THEOREM) AS WELL AS RELATIVITY (VIA PROF. KONSTANTIN MEYL AMONG OTHERS) HAVE BEEN PROVEN WRONG SEVERAL TIMES – SCIENCE WILL NOT EMBRACE CONSCIOUSNESS NOR DIVINITY AS BEING THE ROOT OF “ALL THAT IS”.

WHAT SCIENCE IS LOOKING FOR IS A LOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THE NET RESULT OF WHICH IS A PARTICLE AND OR A WAVE. SO FAR, HEREIN, WE HAVE NEITHER, BUT WE WILL GET THERE.

CONSCIOUSNESS DOES NOT HAVE A FREQUENCY – HOW DO WE KNOW? ALL ADULTS WHEN THEY DIE LOOSE 14 TO 21 GRAMS OF WEIGHT THE LEAVES AS ENERGY – ENERGY THAT CAN NOT BE MEASURED BY THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY.

DUE TO ALL THE NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCES, SPIRITUAL COMMUNICATION WITH THE DEAD VIA MEDIUMS, SOLID EVIDENCE OF REINCARNATION – ALL OF WHICH ARE BACKED UP BY THE OUT OF BODY TRAVELERS WHOSE LONG TERM ABILITIES TO GO BACK AGAIN AND AGAIN HAVE CONFIRMED THAT A PERSON’S CONSCIOUSNESS CONTINUES. SO, THE ENERGY THAT IS OUR CONSCIOUSNESS IS NOT FREQUENCY NOR A PARTICLE – IT IS AN ANU AS YOU WILL SEE.

THEN, OF COURSE, SPACE, THE RULE, THE AETHER, DIVINITY AND “ALL THAT IS” – NONE OF THEM ARE PARTICLES NOR FREQUENCIES.

SO, AS JUDGED BY SCIENCE – WE’VE GOTTEN NO WHERE – NOTHING TO MEASURE. GOOD. WE CONTINUE.

SO WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?

SIMPLE

GOD KEPT PLAYING WITH HER BLOCKS AND THOSE BLOCKS JUST GOT BIGGER AND BIGGER DUE TO THE RULE. IT’S LIKE THIS:

FIRST WE HAVE A HONEYCOMB – THE FIRST HONEYCOMB CAN ONLY GET SO BIG BEFORE IT RUNS INTO THE RULE AND HAS TO MIRROR OFF. THEN MIRROR OFF AGAIN AND AGAIN – UNTIL THE RULE CAUSES THAT WHOLE COLLECTION OF GRIDS TO BECOME A GRAIN.

THEN WHOLE GRAINS MIRROR OFF IN THEIR ENTIRETY – SO, ONE GRAIN SIMPLY MIRRORS AND AUTOMATICALLY CREATES ANOTHER GRAIN (OR QUANTUM IF YOU WANT).

SO, ONE GRAIN / QUANTUM MIRRORS OFF TO FORM ANOTHER GRAIN IN SPACE – WITHIN NOTHING – IN A DIVINE MANNER.

HEY – THEN, WOW – THOSE TWO GRAINS MIRROR OFF TOGETHER CREATING FOUR. WE HAVE KIND OF A CUBE NOW – ALL EMBRYOS DO THIS, TOO – I WONDER WHY.
NOW DUE TO THE RULE THAT CUBE WILL WANT TO BECOME SPHERICAL, WHICH IS EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENS TO THE EMBRYO – AT THE BLASTULA LEVEL IT IS A ROUND HOLLOW BALL – I.E. ONE AETHERIC CELL – A MIRROR IMAGE OF THE AMBIENT AETHER.

MEANWHILE THE HONEYCOMB AETHER IS CONTINUING TO BUILD – SO, YOU’LL GET MORE GRAINS FORMING ELSEWHERE WITHIN THE AETHER. THEN DUE TO THE RULE THOSE GRAINS CLUMP TOGETHER WITH OTHER GRAINS THAT HAVE ALREADY FORMED – EVENTUALLY FORMING AN EVEN LARGER GRAIN. THIS CLUMPING TOGETHER OCCURS IN A VERY SIMPLE AND LOGICAL MANNER – VERY MUCH LIKE THE FIBONACCI SERIES.

SO THESE GRAINS WITHIN THE AETHER ARE BECOMING RECURSIVE AND FRACTAL.

THEN THE GROUPS OF GRAINS RUN INTO A LARGER VERSION OF THE RULE AND A NEW LARGER AETHER FORMS AROUND THESE GRAINS. THIS NEW LARGER AETHER AND ITS GRAINS CLUMP TOGETHER IN EXACTLY THE SAME MANNER AS DID THE SMALLER GRAINS INSIDE. AGAIN RECURSIVE AND FRACTAL

SO WE HAVE AN EXPLOSION OF THESE AETHERS, GRIDS AND GRAINS – GETTING LARGER AND LARGER AND LARGER – AD INFINITUM. ALL NESTED – ONE WITHIN THE OTHER. ALL OCCURRING DUE TO ONE REASON – THE RULE


THESE OBSERVATIONS ARE QUITE SUBJECTIVE AND PERSONAL AND THUS, SCIENCE WANTS TO DISCOUNT THEM AS NOT OBJECTIVE AND REPEATABLE. HOWEVER, THEY ARE WRONG – THERE ARE ABOUT 700 NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCES EVERYDAY IN THE U.S. ALONE – AND PROBABLY AN EQUAL NUMBER OF OUT OF BODY EXPERIENCES. SO, IT IS WITHOUT DOUBT REALLY – THERE ARE NUMEROUS UNIVERSES – THE VAST MAJORITY OF WHICH ARE 2-D IN NATURE.

THIS CREATES A GIGANTIC FRACTAL MANDALA IN SPACE THAT YOU CAN SEE AND TAKE PICTURES OF. THE SAME OCCURS IN THE MICROCOSM – BUT, THIS IS IN 3-D. I DON’T WANT TO CONFUSE YOU BECAUSE WE ARE STILL REALLY IN A 2-D ENVIRONMENT. THE POINT IS THAT THE 2-D CAUSES THE 3-D TO MANIFEST IN THE SAME FRACTAL MANNER VIA WHICH IT IS CONSTRUCTED – IT HAS TO BE YOU SEE.
PLEASE – THIS IS DEADLY SIMPLE – IF THERE IS AN AETHER AND THERE ABSOLUTELY IS AN AETHER – THEN IT IS THE BACKGROUNDS SCREEN ON WHICH OUR SEEMINGLY 3-D UNIVERSE IS PROJECTED.

AS THE HINDU HAS TOLD US – WHAT YOU SEE IS MAYA – AN ILLUSION – THE REALITY IS WITH GOD WITHIN THE AETHERS.

OUR ATOMS ARE A WHISP – PROPORTIONALLY, THERE IS MORE SPACE WITHIN AN ATOM THAN THERE IS IN THIS SOLAR SYSTEM. ATOMS ARE MOSTLY SPACE, WITHIN WHICH IS THE IMAGE THAT HOLDS THEM TOGETHER.

PLUS, HALF THE TIME OUR ATOMS ARE NOT EVEN HERE IN THIS REALM – THEY BLINK OUT AND THEN BLINK BACK IN. THAT OCCURS AT ROUGHLY 10 to THE 81 TIMES PER SECOND. THAT IS A ONE WITH 81 ZEROS BEHIND IT – THAT IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES PER SECOND THAT AN ATOM BLINKS. AND, WE’LL LEARN HOW THAT HAPPENS LATER.

BUT, THIS IS 3-D INFO – WE HAVE TO FINISH WITH 2-D.

OK – WE HAVE THIS HUGE SET OF NESTED AETHERS THAT ARE ALL INTERCONNECTED IN 2-D. WHY? EVEN THOUGH WE HAVE THESE MANY GRAINS WITH HONEYCOMBS INSIDE – THEY ALL LINE UP WITH ONE ANOTHER – ONE PIECE OF INFO ANYWHERE IN THE GRID IS IMMEDIATELY KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE GRID WITHOUT ANY TIME DELAY. THE IDEA OF TIME HAS NOT COME ALONG AS YET.

THIS WHOLE AETHERIC ARRAY IS RATHER STATIONARY AND THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE MOVES THROUGH IT – WELL THE COMPOUNDED IDEAS (GOD’S DREAM) CREATES THIS UNIVERSE AS IT MOVES THROUGH THE AETHER. MATTER IS NOT REALLY MOVING – JUST THE IDEA OF MATTER IS. MATTER DOES NOT REALLY EXIST – OUR CORPORAL UNIVERSE – IS JUST A COLLECTION OF IDEAS THAT SPINS AROUND A HUGE CENTRAL CORE – THE SAME WAY THIS GALAXY DOES. SEE THIS UNIVERSE IS ONE OF SEVERAL (13 I’VE BEEN TOLD) THAT SPIN IN ONE HUGE MANDALA. IT’S RATHER EASY TO SEE WHY.

ANYWAY THE 2-D HONEYCOMB SHEETS LINE UP FROM ONE GRAIN TO ANOTHER – THIS IS HOW THE GRAINS STICK TOGETHER. RATHER LIKE HOW TWO MAGNETS STICK TOGETHER – ONLY THE GAP ENERGY IS WHAT PROVIDES THE GLUE IN THIS CASE – IN FACT, THE GAP ENERGY PROVIDES THE GLUE FOR LITERALLY EVERYTHING IN THIS UNIVERSE. AND, ONE HAS TO SAY – THIS IS 2-D ENERGY – QUITE OBVIOUSLY.

CONSCIOUSNESS. (AND THE IDIOTS KEEP LOOKING FOR ZERO POINT ENERGY). THIS GAP ENERGY AS WELL AS CONSCIOUSNESS ARE ONE AND THE SAME – HAVING A 2-D NATURE.

NOW WHAT IS IN THAT CONSCIOUSNESS? WHAT IS IT MADE OF? WE ARE TALKING AN ENERGETIC FIELD – PHYSICS IS ALWAYS VERY INTERESTED IN SUCH FIELDS. THIS ONE HOWEVER, HAS NOT BEEN MEASURED, PRIMARILY BECAUSE IT IS INFINITE AND THUS DEFIES CONVENTIONAL MEASUREMENT – BECAUSE IN 2-D ALL THE LINES ARE INFINITE – NOT MEASURABLE.

SO, WHAT IS THE ONE ABIDING ATTRIBUTE OF CONSCIOUSNESS – EMOTION. EMOTION DOES NOT REQUIRE A POINT OF VIEW – IT JUST IS. SO, AS STATED PREVIOUSLY SPACE WAS LONELY – TO SAY THE LEAST – THAT LONELINESS WAS REPLACED BY JOY AND LOVE OF THIS AETHERIC CONSTRUCT. SO, AS STATED BY MOST RELIGIONS – LOVE IS THE BASIS OF ALL THINGS.

THUS, WE’VE ARRIVED AT ANOTHER THEORY OF EVERYTHING:

LOVE!!

THE GAP ENERGY AS WELL AS THE AETHERIC LINES THEMSELVES ARE ALL MADE OUT OF LOVE.

BUT, I’M SURE YOU WANT MORE:

SO, AT THIS POINT, WE HAVE INNUMERABLE NESTED AETHERS THAT HAVE INCREASED IN SIZE VIA A FRACTAL MANNER, A RUDIMENTARY FORM OF CONSCIOUSNESS (GAP ENERGY & LOVE ARE ONE AND THE SAME) AND WITHIN THOSE AETHERS WE HAVE GRAINS – WITHIN THE GRAINS ARE THE HONEYCOMB SHEETS. THAT IS AS FAR AS THE ORIGINAL COMPOUNDED IDEAS HAVE EVOLVED.

I WILL SAY THIS: THE ENERGY OF LOVE & THE GAP IS NON-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC. HOW DO WE KNOW? WELL THE SIMPLEST IS THE CIBA BACKWARD IN EVOLUTION PATENTED PROCESS WHEREBY GENETICALLY MODIFIED GRAINS WERE CONVERTED BACK TO THEIR ABORIGINAL STATE IN BOTH FORM AND GENETICALLY VIA GERMINATING THE MODIFIED GRAIN IN A CAPACITANCE FIELD WHICH IS NON-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC AND THUS, 2-D. SEE THE “BACKWARD IN EVOLUTION” ESSAY.

OTHER EXAMPLES ARE THE AMAZING HEALINGS OBTAINED VIA USING 2-D COHERENT ENERGIES – EXPLAINED IN THE “AA-IN THE BEGINNING” ESSAY. 2-D ENERGY AUTOMATICALLY INCLUDES GAP ENERGY, WHICH IS LOVE AND IT IS VERY HEALING. THAT GAP ENERGY IS NON-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY THAT IS PRODUCED BY CAPACITORS, SUPER CONDUCTORS, POLARIZED LIGHT, MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT, LASERS AND SEVERAL OTHER SIMPLE DEVICES.

SO, THIS LOVE ENERGY ORGANIZES THINGS ACCORDING TO GOD’S PLAN – THERE IS NO OTHER CONCLUSION TO BE MADE.
PLEASE NOTE: THAT THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS IN THESE NON-POLAR FIELDS CAN NOT BE AT RIGHT ANGLES TO ONE ANOTHER LIKE THEY ARE IN 3-D.

THEN CAME THE NEXT IDEA OR OBSERVATION IN THIS CASE:

TIME


HOW DID THAT HAPPEN?

GOD NOTICED THAT TIME WAS GOING BY. EVEN A BABY GETS BORED PLAYING WITH BUILDING BLOCKS.

BUT, THIS IDEA OF TIME DID NOT GET VERY FAR. WHY – BECAUSE OF THE RULE. THAT INITIAL IDEA AS AN ENERGY IMPULSE WENT STRAIGHT OUT INTO THE AETHER AND HAD TO WIND BACK ON ITSELF DUE TO THE RULE. SO, THAT SPIN WENT OFF AT A RIGHT ANGLE TO THE INITIAL IMPULSE FOR A SHORT DISTANCE AND RAN INTO THE RULE AGAIN – SO, THE TIME ENERGY PEELED OFF AND HEADED BACK TOWARD THE BEGINNING. THEN, BECAUSE THE MIDDLE CONTINUED TO SPIN – IT PORTENDED OR CAUSED A SPIN ON THE OUTSIDE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

THE TIME ENERGY OUTBOARD OF THE INITIAL SPIN WAS FORCED BACK ON ITSELF BY THE RULE AND HEADED STRAIGHT BACK UP THE MIDDLE AGAIN FORMING THE FAMOUS DNA SPIRAL. FORMING THE ANU – A DROPLET OF TIME WHICH IS THE BUILDING BLOCK OF THIS UNIVERSE AND SINCE THIS FORM IS EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE IN THIS UNIVERSE – THEN IT IS GOD. AND, IT IS MADE FROM LOVE – THE LINES OF THE ANU ARE LOVE.

THE FIRST NAME OF GOD IN THE ANCIENT TEXTS IS “ANU” – AND IT IS EASY TO SEE WHY. THE ENERGY THAT SUPPORTS ALL THINGS COMES TO US VIA THE ANU.

THE HINDUS HAVE WORSHIPED THE LINGHAM/ANU/ATMA FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS AS BEING THE SHAPE THROUGH WHICH ENERGY PASSES AS IT GOES FROM FORMLESSNESS TO FORM AND VISE-A-VERSA.

SO, THE WAY THAT THE DIVINE DREAM IS CREATED ELECTROMAGNETICALLY HAS TO INCLUDE THIS ABORIGINAL AND UBQUITOUS ENERGY SHAPE – THE ANU.

THE ANU IS THE BUILDING BLOCK THAT NEWTON WAS LOOKING FOR. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SHAPE THAT IS THE HEART AND SOUL OF ALL THINGS. THUS, WE HAVE TO SHOW THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROGRESSION OR SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FROM THE ANU TO MATTER.

NOW THE ANU IS OBVIOUSLY THREE DIMENSIONAL TO US – BUT, IT RESIDES IN THE AETHER, WHICH IS 2-D. THEREFORE THE ANU IS 2-D ALSO. WELL, THE ANU ONLY CONSIDERS ITSELF AS 2-D BECAUSE ITS AETHERIC ENVIRONMENT IS 2-D.


WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?

THE ANU MIRRORED OFF – AND IT HAD TO DO SO ACROSS A GAP. PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS AN EMPTY AETHERIC CELL BETWEEN THESE TWO ANUs – NO TIME TO FIND A PROPER DRAWING.

THE ANUs ARE DISBURSED IN THE UNIFORM FIELD OF THE AETHER SOMETHING LIKE THIS: FROM MY ESSAY ABOUT DR. EMOTO’S MESSAGES IN WATER:

```
(&)(  )(&)
( )( )
(&)(  )(&)
```

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE AETHER IS THE HOME OF THE ANU – THE SHEETS OF THE HONEYCOMB ARE 2-D THUS, THE ANU IS A 2-D CONSTRUCT – DESPITE BEING OVOID, 3-D, TO US

SO, YOU CAN IMAGINE THE EXPLOSION NOW – ANU AFTER ANU IN ONE HONEYCOMB AFTER ANOTHER – GROWING LARGER AND LARGER EXPONENTIALLY / IN A FRACTAL MANNER.

WOW!!!

THE ACCURATE FORM OF THE AETHER CAN BE SEEN IN THIS PICTURE OF A DUSTY PLASMA AND THE BEE’S HONEYCOMB IS OBVIOUSLY THE ACTUAL WAY THAT THE AETHERS ORGANIZE THEMSELVES I.E. IN HEXAGONAL
SHAPES, WHICH ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT PROVIDING THE MOST INTERNAL SPACE FOR THE AMOUNT OF THE PERIMETER WALLS.

IF YOU PICK OUT ANY ONE DUST PARTICLE – AROUND THAT PARTICLE YOU WILL FIND SIX MORE IN A HEXAGONAL PATTERN. THIS IS WHERE THE NUMBER SEVEN COMES FROM THAT WE SEE THROUGHOUT NATURE.
NOW FROM THE “NESTED AETHERS” ESSAY:

**HANDEDNESS**

ANOTHER INTERESTING ASPECT IS THAT EVERYTHING IN THIS UNIVERSE SEEMS TO SPIN TO THE RIGHT – WELL ALL MAJOR THINGS LIKE DNA, LARGE MOLECULES, NEBULAE ETC. SO, WHY?

IT WOULD NOT SURPRISE ME IF COSMOLOGY FOUND A DNA FORMATION GOING RIGHT UP THROUGH THE CENTER OF THIS UNIVERSE THAT SPINS TO THE RIGHT, WHICH MEANS THAT THERE IS ANOTHER UNIVERSE THAT IS THE LEFT HANDED MIRROR IMAGE OF THIS ONE – JUST LIKE OUR TWO ANUs ABOVE. AND, THEY ARE PROBABLY WONDERING WHY EVERYTHING SPINS TO THE LEFT.

MOST LIKELY THIS IS THE CENTER OF THE RIGHT HANDED ANU THAT IS THE CENTER OF THIS UNIVERSE:

Astronomers Find a Hole in the
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Astronomers have stumbled upon a tremendous hole in the universe. That's got them scratching their heads about what's just not there. The cosmic blank spot has no stray stars, no galaxies, no sucking black holes, not even mysterious dark matter. It is 1 billion light years across of nothing. That's an expanse of nearly 6 billion trillion miles of emptiness, a University of Minnesota team announced Thursday.

Astronomers have known for many years that there are patches in the universe where nobody's home. In fact, one such place is practically a neighbor, a mere 2 million light years away. But what the Minnesota team discovered, using two different types of astronomical observations, is a void that's far bigger than scientists ever imagined.

"This is 1,000 times the volume of what we sort of expected to see in terms of a typical void," said Minnesota astronomy professor Lawrence Rudnick, author of the paper that will be published in Astrophysical Journal. "It's not clear that we have the right word yet ... This is too much of a surprise."

Rudnick was examining a sky survey from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, which essentially takes radio pictures of a broad expanse of the universe. But one area of the universe had radio pictures indicating there was up to 45 percent less matter in that region, Rudnick said.

The rest of the matter in the radio pictures can be explained as stars and other cosmic structures between here and the void, which is about 5 to 10 billion light years away.

Rudnick then checked observations of cosmic microwave background radiation and found a cold spot. The only explanation, Rudnick said, is it's empty of matter.

It could also be a statistical freak of nature, but that's probably less likely than a giant void, said James Condon, an astronomer at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. He wasn't part of Rudnick's team but is following up on the...
"It looks like something to be taken seriously," said Brent Tully, a University of Hawaii astronomer who wasn't part of this research but studies the void closer to Earth.

Tully said astronomers may eventually find a few cosmic structures in the void, but it would still be nearly empty.

Holes in the universe probably occur when the gravity from areas with bigger mass pull matter from less dense areas, Tully said. After 13 billion years "they are losing out in the battle to where there are larger concentrations of matter," he said.

Retired NASA astronomer Steve Maran said of the discovery: "This is incredibly important for something where there is nothing to it."

---

On the Net:

Rudnick paper:  http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/0704.0908


SO THIS UNIVERSE IS ONE GIGANTIC ANU – WHICH IS NO DIFFERENT THAN THE ANU AROUND YOUR LONELY & LOVELY ASS.

**MAJOR POINT:** EVERY OTHER AETHERIC CELL CONTAINS AN ANU – THE AETHER IS ESSENTIALLY STATIONARY. BUT, THEN ALL THINGS IN THIS MOVING & SPINNING UNIVERSE ARE SURROUNDED BY AN ANU – WHICH MOVING ANU HAS TO TRAVERSE ACROSS THE GAP FROM AETHERIC CELL TO AETHERIC CELL. SO, ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING BLINKS IN AND BLINKS OUT EVERY MICRO-SECOND. AS THE ANUs TRAVERSE THE GAPS, THEY GET INSTRUCTIONS FROM GOD’S DREAM ON THE BEINGNESS GOD WANTS MANIFEST.

FOR EXAMPLE: WAVE YOUR HAND IN FRONT OF YOURSELF – THIS IS A DIVINE EVENT (EVEN IN 3-D) – THE HAND BLINKS IN AND BLINKS OUT – THE DIVINITY IS IN THE GAP. AS THE HAND TRAVERSES GOD’S GAP – GOD GIVES INSTRUCTIONS TO THE ANU TO FORM THE HAND. SO, THE HAND IS REALLY THERE ONLY IN SPIRIT – A SPIRITUAL IDEA FORMED BY GOD.

SO, EVERYTHING IS EITHER AN ANU OR IS MADE MANIFEST VIA THE INFORMATION PASSING THROUGH AN

**ANU / LINGHAM / ATMA / CHRIST’S ENERGY**
SOUNDS LIKE ANOTHER THEORY OF EVERYTHING – DOESN’T IT. GOD’S DREAM IS MADE MANIFEST BY THE ANU.


FORTUNATELY, BECAUSE THE ROOT ENERGY OF THE ANU IS LOVE, THEN THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE EVENTS RECORDED ARE PLEASANT ONES (AGAIN PLEASE REFER TO THE NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCES – THINGS ARE ABSOLUTELY WONDERFUL OUT THERE).

If I lived a billion years more, in my body or yours, there’s not a single experience on Earth that could ever be as good as being dead. Nothing. (Dr. Dianne Morrissey)

SO HOW FAR HAVE WE GOTTEN? WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING IDEAS:

DIVINITY
SPACE – AND HER EMOTIONS (IMAGINE THAT!! FEMALE EMOTIONS)
THE RULE – SOVEREIGN UNTO ITSELF – GOD WILL NOT BREAK HER OWN RULE
THE AETHER – MADE OUT OF LOVE (NON-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETISM)
THE ANU – MADE OUT OF TIME & IMBUED WITH LOVE

AND WE ARE STILL IN 2-D – YIKES – A LOT OF WORK TO GET NOWHERE AS FAR AS SCIENCE IS CONCERNED. THERE IS NOTHING TO MEASURE YET – ALL OF THOSE THINGS ARE INFINITE.

WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?

WHAT MOTHER WOULD STOP HER TWO BOYS FROM PLAYING AND DOING WHATEVER THEY WANTED TO DO? IN THIS CASE WE HAVE THE OFFSETTING FORCES OF YIN AND YANG – SHIVA & VISHNU – ORGANIZING THE WORLD VIA THEIR ENERGETIC FORM – THE ANU.

NOW THE FIRST IDEA THAT STARTED ALL OF THIS IS THE FAMOUS WORD AS DESCRIBED IN THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. IN THE HINDU THE WORD IS IDENTIFIED AS BEING THE OOOMMMM. THIS IS ANOTHER OF THOSE

LOOKING AT THIS OTHER WAYS: ‘O’ WOULD BE YANG OR VISHNU I.E. AN ENERGY ORGANIZING FORCE. WHEREAS, ‘MM’ WOULD BE YIN OR SHIVA AN ENERGY DISSIPATING FORCE – LEADING BACK TO GOD/SPACE.

AND, SAI BABA, GOOD WALKING THE PLANET, STATES THAT THE FIRST WORD WAS OOOMMMM.

SO, IT MAKES SENSE – SOUNDS RIGHT – AND, FITS WITH THE RELIGIOUS CONFIRMATIONS. THEREFORE, THE FIRST SOUND WAS OOOMMMM.

CORE SOUND OF THE SUN HAS BEEN RECORDED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA TO BE OOOMMMM, AND THE SOUND OF PLANET EARTH IS BIRD SONG.

http://enwaterment.com/new/04-amazing-water.html

THIS SOUND ULTIMATELY CREATED A VIBRATION AND THE PERMUTATIONS OF THAT FIRST VIBRATION HAVE CREATED THIS CORPOREAL UNIVERSE.

AND, IT GAVE THE BOYS, VISHNU AND SHIVA, SOMETHING TO DO.

HOWEVER, ANY EMITTED VIBRATION HAS TO HAVE A MEDIUM IN WHICH TO TRAVEL. THE AETHER ITSELF DOES NOT SUPPORT FREQUENCY - "SOMETHING ELSE" DOES. AND I BELIEVE THAT MEDIUM TO BE THE TORROIDS FORMED IN THE AETHER - EXPLAINED IN AT LEAST TWO OF MY OTHER ESSAYS.

I’LL SUMMARIZE AND THEN FOLLOW UP WITH THE LOGIC OF HOW THE AETHER FORMED TORROIDS TO SUPPORT THE VIBRATIONS:

IF YOU BLOW OR SPEAK ONTO A PUDDLE OF WATER – RIPPLES FORM – TORROIDS WHICH ARE DONUT SHAPED.

OBVIOUSLY THE SOUND CAN NOT BE HEARD IN 2-D. SO, THE OOOMMMM TRAVERSED BETWEEN THE HONEYCOMBS – IN ORDER TO DO THAT THE ANUs WITHIN THE AETHERIC CELLS HAD TO LINE UP AND CONNECT WITH THEIR COUNTERPARTS/ANUs IN THE NEXT LAYER OF THE HONEYCOMBS. SO, THE ANUs HAD TO TURN 90 DEGREES TO THE DIRECTION OF THEIR HONEYCOMB – TO PASS THE MESSAGE ALONG.
SO, THE FIRST TWO ANUs IN ADJACENT HONEYCOMBS CONNECT UP – THEN DUE TO THE RULE – THAT OOMMMM MESSAGE AND CONNECTION SCHEME IS PASSED DOWN THE LINE IN A STRAIGHT LINE AND ALSO SPREADS AT 90 DEGREES IN BOTH HONEYCOMBS VIA MIRRORING. THIS CREATES ANOTHER TYPE OF ARRAY OF ANUs RUNNING AT 90 DEGREES TO THE 2-D NATURE OF THE AETHERIC HONEYCOMBS.

NOW AS THIS ARRAY MIRRORS OFF – IT HAS TO DO SO IN A CIRCLE – ACCORDING TO THE RULE.


NOW AS THE OOMMMM IS FIRST MUSHROOMING OUT INTO THE AETHER & HER ANUs – IT BECOMES A SOVEREIGN UNIT. THIS CAUSES ANOTHER ANU TO FORM AROUND THE COMPLETED SOUND. AND, OF COURSE THIS ANU RESIDES IN A LARGER ITERATION OF THE AETHER AND IS 2-D IN NATURE.

SO, THERE IS AN ANU THAT IS OOMMMMiness AND AS IT TRAVERSES THE AETHER OOMMMM Has TO FORM WHERE EVER IT GOES. PLUS, THIS BEINGNESS OF OOMMMM HAS TO TRAVERS THE GAPS IN THE SMALLER AETHERS – AS IT DOES IT PICKS UP GOD’S INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTINUE BEING OOMMMM.

THIS IS THE SAME FOR ALL THINGS I.E. THERE IS AN ANU OF OUR BEINGNESS WITHIN WHICH IS A COLLECTION OF TORROIDS IS FORMED BY THE ANUs IN THE SMALLER AETHERS. ALL OF WHICH ARE FORMED AND SUPPORTED BY GOD’S WILL / DREAM.

SO, THERE YOU HAVE THE FINAL THEORY OF EVERYTHING.

WE’VE GOT TO ADD THE NUMBERS TO IT, WHICH SOMEBODY WITH MORE TIME AND PATIENCE THAN I CAN DO – IT BEST NOT BE DIFFICULT.

MAJOR POINT:

WITH THIS LARGER ANU THAT SURROUNDS ALL THINGS WE ARE VERY NEAR A POINT OF VIEW – BECAUSE IT IS A SOVEREIGN UNIT – CONTAINING EVERYTHING – IT THEREFORE
MUST INCLUDE A POINT OF VIEW, WHICH IT PICKED UP IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER: VIA THE RULE

YOU’RE GOING TO LOVE THIS:

IMAGINE YOU ARE SPACE – INFINITE NOTHINGNESS – WITH THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF AN EMBRYO = NOT MUCH.

THERE YOU ARE, FOR EONS YOU HAVE BEEN LONELY. AN ABIDING AND TOTALLY PENETRATING LONELINESS. YUK!!!

NOW ALL OF A SUDDEN YOU HAVE THIS EXPLOSION OF ACTIVITY GOING ON – ALL OF WHICH IS HAPPENING COMPLETELY OUT OF YOUR CONTROL VIA THE RULE.


THEN ALONG COMES THE NEW KID – THE ANU.

WOW!! WHAT IS IT????

AFTER ALL, THIS WHOLE THING STARTED WITH – “I AM – THAT – I AM” WHICH BECAME “I AM THIS”.

SO, NOW IT IS TIME FOR A NEW QUESTION – WHAT IS IT?

LET ME ASK YOU – IF YOU SEE SOMETHING NEW, DO YOU TRY TO FIGURE OUT WHAT IT IS? HUMAN NATURE – RIGHT? SO, YOU CAN EASILY SEE THAT GOD/SPACE WAS LOOKING AT ALL OF THESE THINGS GOING ON AND SOONER OR LATER SHE HAD TO ASK – WHAT IS IT? WHICH CREATED A POINT OF VIEW

THE RESULT IS PANDORA’S BOX BECAUSE THE ANSWER TO: WHAT IS IT? – LEADS TO JUDGMENT, MATERIALISM AND REDUCTIONISM. SO, YOUR PROBLEMS REALLY ARE GOD’S CREATION.

SO, WE HAVE LOGICALLY ARRIVED AT THE ENERGETIC CONSTRUCTION OF ALL THINGS STARTING FROM NOTHING. BUT, LET ME FILL IN SOME BLANKS I.E. PROVIDE FURTHER PROOF AND SUPPORT TO THIS THEORY:

FIRSTLY – ELECTROMAGNETISM – AMAZINGLY IT WAS THERE FROM THE BEGINNING BUT IN A NON-POLAR 2-D STATE. THE ENERGY OF THE EMOTIONS IS JUST THAT – ENERGY. IN THE BEGINNING THIS WAS LATENT ENERGY, SIMPLY BECAUSE WE DID NOT HAVE MUCH FLOW.

THEN THE AETHER – AGAIN VERY STATIC – VIRTUALLY STATIONARY – NOT MUCH FLOW – BUT, HUGE POTENTIAL – SOUNDS LIKE THE ENERGY OF CAPACITANCE EH?


OBVIOUSLY AFTER THE SUCCESS OF THE OOOMMMM, GOD STARTED HAVING OTHER IDEAS THAT, OF COURSE, MANIFEST IMMEDIATELY – AFTER ALL SHE IS GOD.

NEXT WE HAVE THE TORROIDS THAT SUPPORT THE VIBRATIONS – YOU FIND THESE THROUGHOUT NATURE. CRATERS ON THE MOON – RIPPLES IN THE OCEAN; ALL THE WAVES REALLY MOVE IN CONCENTRIC CIRCLES ETC. LOOK AT THIS ONE:

MANMADE TORROIDS – THE MOST FAMOUS OF WHICH IS THE TESLA COIL, WHICH IS USED TO BROADCAST RADIO WAVES!!!
IN RADIONICS IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT THE BODY WILL BLOCK INCOMING VIBRATIONS – EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE SENT VIA THE AETHER WHICH IS HOW RADIONICS WORKS. THE RESEARCHERS AT THE BIO-ELECTRO-MAGNETICS INSTITUTE IN RENO, NEVADA FOUND THAT THE REASON FOR THAT WAS THAT THE ROOT NATURE OF THE EM FIELDS IN THE BODY WAS THAT OF A TORROID, WHICH WOULD FILL UP WITH A PARTICULAR FREQUENCY VERY QUICKLY AND THEN BLOCK THAT RATE – THE BODY WOULD NOT ABSORB IT – EVEN THOUGH IT IS A BENEFICIAL FREQUENCY. SO, TORROIDS BOTH CAUSE AND DAMP VIBRATIONS.

THESE WOULD BE: RUPERT SHELDRAKE’S MORPHOGENIC FIELDS I.E. MORPHIC FIELDS.

SO, AGAIN:

ANY EMITTED VIBRATION HAS TO HAVE A MEDIUM IN WHICH TO TRAVEL. THE AETHER ITSELF DOES NOT SUPPORT FREQUENCY - "SOMETHING ELSE" DOES. AND I BELIEVE THAT MEDIUM TO BE THE TORROIDS FORMED IN THE AETHER - EXPLAINED IN AT LEAST TWO OF MY OTHER ESSAYS.

AND,

THIS IS THE SAME FOR ALL THINGS I.E. THERE IS AN ANU OF OUR BEINGNESS AROUND US, WITHIN WHICH IS A COLLECTION OF TORROIDS IS FORMED BY THE ANUS IN THE SMALLER AETHERS. ALL OF WHICH ARE FORMED AND SUPPORTED BY GOD’S WILL / DREAM.

SO, THERE YOU HAVE THE FINAL THEORY OF EVERYTHING.

THIS THEORY FITS WITH THE FOLLOWING FACTS:

- SPACE
- THE AETHER - LOVE
- THE RULE – LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE
- THE ANU – GOD OF CREATION
- THE FRACTAL NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE
- PRE-DETERMINATION
- LIFE AFTER DEATH
- GOD’S CONSCIOUS CONTROL OF ALL THIS – DIVINITY
- THE EVOLUTION OF GOD’S IDEAS IS OBVIOUS
- THE DIFFERING PHASE ANGLE BETWEEN THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
- VISHNU & SHIVA – YANG & YIN
- ALL THAT IS – BRAHMA
THE SCIENTIFIC AND NATURAL OBSERVATIONS THAT SUPPORT THIS ARE BASICALLY EVERYTHING THAT YOU CAN SEE – WITH SPECIAL NOTE GIVEN TO:

SUPER CONDUCTANCE – THESE MATERIALS ARE IN THIS WORLD BUT NOT OF IT I.E. THEY ARE 2-D IN NATURE – VIRTUALLY ALL OF MY WRITINGS EXTOL THE VIRTUES OF SUPER CONDUCTORS. THE HUMAN BODY IS SET UP TO BECOME A SUPER CONDUCTOR – ALL SUPER CONDUCTORS LEVITATE. THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE SUPER CONDUCTORS, LIKE THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD AND DNA, ELIMINATE ALL THE “LAWS OF PHYSICS”. THE MEISSNER FIELD SURROUNDING A SUPER CONDUCTOR EXPELS MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE – THIS IS A 2-D FIELD WHERE THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS ARE NOT AT RIGHT ANGLES LIKE THEY ARE EVERY WHERE ELSE THAT YOU CAN MEASURE. AND IT GOES ON ABOUT SUPER CONDUCTORS – JUST AVAIL YOURSELF TO THE MANY AMAZING FACTS ABOUT THEM – THIS IS ONE ASPECT OF SCIENCE THAT THEY HAVE LET BUILD.

THE BACKSTER / BAXTER EFFECT – PROVING THAT PLANTS HAVE SHORT AND LONG TERM MEMORY, THOUGHTS, FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS MEANING THAT THEY ARE SENTIENT – JUST LIKE HUMANS AND VIRTUALLY EVERYTHING ELSE IN THIS UNIVERSE – IT IS ALL CONNECTED TO GOD.

I HAVE TO REFER YOU TO MY ESSAY ON DR. EMOTO’S MESSAGES IN WATER – WHERE IN IT IS EXPLAINED HOW THIS WHOLE UNIVERSE BLINKS IN AND BLINKS OUT (INTO THE GAPS) AND THUS GETS GOD’S INSTRUCTIONS EVERY MICRO-SECOND. MATTER MOVES IN A JITTER BUG MOTION – THAT’S A FACT.

BELL’S THEOREM – PLEASE WHEN WILL SCIENCE SEE THE LIGHT?

KERVран’S BIOLOGICAL TRANSMUTATIONS – WELL THIS PHENOMENA IS A FACT THAT REFUTES SCIENCE AND PROVES GOD’S WILL – KERVран JUST PROVED THAT IT HAPPENS – IT IS AN ABSOLUTE IRREFUTABLE FACT THAT SCIENCE – TODAY’S RELIGION – REFUSES TO INCORPORATE IN THEIR TEACHINGS.

AT THE END OF THE DAY ALL THINGS ARE ONE VIA THE ANU / GOD / CHRIST’S ENERGY AND SPACE. THE ROOT ENERGY THAT CONSTRUCTS THIS UNIVERSE IS LOVE. THAT’S IT.